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“Give a man[/woman] a fish and you feed him[ or her] for a day; teach a man[/woman] to fish and you feed him[ or her] for a lifetime”

—Chinese Proverb
Discover the main components of your ready-to-go WordPress

Build easily attractive and responsive pages very fast

Pick a nice theme with nice demos and configure it from A to Z

Learn how to identify a need, look for a plugin and use it!
WordPress Interface

Discover the main components of your ready-to-go WordPress
WordPress Allows you to create a website for multiple purposes: Landing pages, multi-page website, e-commerce, blog and more.
Login

Have Access to domain/wp-admin
Enter your username
Enter your password
Always have a strong password
If you forget password you can get it via email
If you can’t access your account, contact your hosting provider
The main administrative page to manage your website

Left menu gives access to different sections

The top bar allows you to have quick actions and view site

You can logout by clicking on your name at top left corner

The main area gives you information on different plugins

The main area can be customized
Appearance

- Add and install themes
- Configure themes
- Import demos
- Edit the primary and secondary menus
- Don’t play with theme Editor!
- Each theme can have different additional sections
View all pages/posts in your website
Add/Edit/Delete/Publish posts and pages
Fast edit the URL slug for pages and posts
Fast edit the date, author and status of pages/posts
Search and apply filters to find the wanted pages/posts
Apply bulk actions on many pages/posts
Plugins

- View all installed plugins in your WordPress
- Add new plugins
- Uninstall plugins
- Update plugins
- Not updating plugins creates security issues
- Access settings of each plugin
Configure Theme

Pick a nice theme with nice demos and configure it from A to Z
A theme allows you to set up settings that will apply on the whole website. Also a theme can come with demos that you can reuse. Finally a theme helps you customize parameters of separate pages too.
Theme Choice

- Look in search engines for a free theme
- The theme should support what you need
- A theme can be good for: Ecommerce, landing page, blog
- It is better to choose a theme with demos
- A theme supporting Elementor is a good choice for us
- Check the reviews and comments on the theme
Installation

- Download your theme (zip format)
- Go to themes sections under appearance
- Click on Add New and upload the zip to WordPress
- Wait for it to be installed
- Go back to the themes section and activate it
- Check if it is the last version, if not update it
Go to appearance section and click on customize

Navigate through all the menus to have an idea

Go to each setting and modify it to your preference

You can change menus, header, footer, layout, logo and more

The configuration page is what will make your site unique

The changes are visualized directly. You also have phone and tablet views
The theme affects the whole website. But pages can be customized separately.

A section with many parameters is added under page settings.

You can control layout, header, logo, colors, and more.

These parameters are only effective on the modified page.

The general settings are overwritten.

These settings depend on the theme you installed.
Click on Demo Importer under appearances if theme has it.

Browse the different demos and preview them.

Pick one based on your need and the page builder used.

Once decided, click on import to get the ready pages.

You can now start editing the demo pages.

Some demos are premium!
Your themes should be regularly updated

Go to appearances then themes

Click on update under the name of the theme

If you can’t find the update link then it is up-to-date

The regular updates protects your website

Updates also make your website faster bug-free
Elementor Interface

Build easily attractive and responsive pages very fast
Elementor is the plugin that will allow you to build great and beautiful content without coding and with only drag and drop abilities.
Go to the plugins section of the dashboard

Click on Add New

Search for elementor

Install it and activate it

You should notice now see a new tab titled elementor

Make sure you installed the official Elementor
On the dashboard, go to pages sections
Click on add new
Write a title for your page and URL slug
Make the necessary edits on the theme configuration
Update the page and click on edit with Elementor
Your page is now created and Elementor is started
General Features

- You can add sections with 1 to 10 columns
- You can add elements (test/buttons/etc..) to the columns
- You can change the view from desktop to mobile
- You can always get back to previous versions
- You can save your changes by clicking on update
- You can save the page and elements as templates
Click on any element you want to edit

Click on the tab “content”

You will be given different settings to change

It goes from the text, alignment, structure

The settings highly depends on the element

You can also change the textual content directly on the preview
Click on any element you want to style
Click on the tab “style”
You can change colors, typography, shadow and more
The settings given depends on the type of the element
You can different values based on the device size
You can see directly the effects of your changes
Click on any element you want to edit
Click on the tab “advanced”
You can change margins, paddings, visibility and more
Some settings given require a knowledge of coding
This section allows some strong customization
You can see directly the effects of your changes
Learn how to identify a need, look for a plugin and use it!
Plugins are what gives power to your WordPress Website. It allows you to add advanced features based on your needs. We need to learn together how to look for the right plugins and how to use them.
Understand exactly what you need

Look in search engines using the right keywords

Check the reviews articles on different plugins

Check Youtube videos on how to use it

Make sure the free options of the plugin are enough

Don’t go for plugins that are not used by many people
Installation

- Look for the plugin in the add new section of plugins.
- If you can’t find it, download the zip file and upload it.
- Install and activate the plugin.
- Make sure the plugin did not break the website.
- Uninstall the plugin and try again if an error happens.
- Make sure to update other plugins before installing new ones.
Every plugin has its proper settings to be fixed.

Some plugins will give you a set up process.

In other plugins, one should go manually to configure it.

Usually, the plugin tab shows in the dashboard.

Access it and go through all settings.

It is better to watch tutorials if settings are unclear.
Each plugin can be used differently

Some are standalone applications like elementor

Others are just to be configured and will do the job

Others can be used through adding short-codes on pages

Some plugins can serve as extensions for other plugins

It is recommended to watch tutorials on how to use a plugin
Most plugins have a dashboard similar to pages and posts. It is there to manage the elements created by the plugin. You can use the dashboard to create/edit/delete. Dashboards also provide statistics about the website. You can access the dashboard through the plugin tab. Make sure to discover the different sections of the plugin dashboard.
Update

All plugins receive updates regularly

Updates are there to adapt to new versions of WordPress

Updates also fix bugs and issues

Updates increase performance

Updates protect your website from security breaches

Always update your plugins on a regular basis
Now it is your turn!
Thanks!

Do you have any questions?

mohamed@douar.tech
+212 660 562 774
douartech.org
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